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February 10, 2020 

Rod Gerloff 

Parks and Facility Maintenance Manager 

ERBM Recreation & Park District 

101 Ute Road 

Meeker, CO 81641 

 

RE: Meeker Recreation Center Condition Assessment 

 
Dear Rod: 

At your request, representatives of SGM performed a site visit on December 19, 2019 to observe the 

Meeker Recreation Center building systems, including mechanical, electrical, and structural, to prepare a 

condition assessment per our proposal dated October 17, 2019.  A follow up visit was performed on 

January 15, 2020.  We also reviewed a copy of the original building drawings from 2006 provided by you.  

Our focus during these observations and as-built plan review was on problems with the existing roofing, 

substrate, and soffit damage in the Natatorium area of the building. 

Observations 

General Building Systems 

The facility is approximately 25,000 square feet total and divided generally into Natatorium, Fitness, and 

Office/Lobby areas.  The facility was constructed in 2007 and has been in service approximately 13 

years.  Sloped roofs of the facility are an asphalt shingle roofing system and the flat roof is a fully adhered 

membrane roofing system.  Soffits and fascia at the sloped roofs consist of painted plywood and Hardi 

boards, respectively.  Exterior walls are finished with fiber-cement lapped siding with Hardi trim boards. 

Roofing and soffit materials could be observed more closely from the flat area of the roof.  Roof shingles 

on the west side of the Natatorium area were noticeably warped and there were several nails protruding 

from the roof surface (see Photos 1 and 2).  Soffits in the Natatorium area on the north and south sides at 

the lowest corner or edge had icicles originating from behind the soffit and fascia boards (see Photos 3 

and 5).  The icicles on the northwest corner were significantly larger on our follow up visit (see Photo 4).  

The soffits in the remainder of the building areas did not appear to have any ice or damage (see Photos 5 

and 6).  Soffit panels had round vents spaced about 3 feet apart, but there was no evidence of any other 

venting space in the roof or soffit assembly.  A damaged portion of the soffit at the southwest corner of 

the Natatorium area was removed for our follow up site visit and we could observe inside the soffit at this 

location (see Photo 7).  A small amount of spray foam was visible, and the steel deck flutes were filled 

with a black foam material folded in place.  Also, the smell of pool water was noticeable while observing 

inside the opened soffit area.  From inside the Natatorium, it appeared that the black foam material in the 

deck flutes was painted on the interior wall face.  Some seams and cracks in the paint were observed 

from the interior of the Natatorium (see Photo 8). 

Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing (MEP) 

A cursory walkthrough of the existing HVAC/Plumbing/Electrical systems was performed with the primary 

intent of determining if MEP equipment/interior conditions have contributed to the building material 
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degradation.  The secondary goal was to establish the overall condition of the MEP systems and provide 

input for future upgrades.   

The pool HVAC equipment was modified some time ago (over what was originally installed) to include DX 

dehumidification.  This has allowed the facility to control humidity within the normal range for a pool, 

under varying exterior conditions.  Overall airflow in the pool area appeared good and we did not see any 

visible condensation on interior glass on a cold winter day.  We could not precisely measure the pressure 

relationship of the pool relative too the outdoor or the other spaces in the building, but we did not feel 

excessive exfiltration through the doors or smell chlorine in the other spaces, which indicates the pool 

pressure is close to optimal.  This should be verified with instrumentation and air balancing of the 

equipment. 

The only item of real concern was one of the pool boilers had corroded / burned out burner tubes and was 

out of service.  The pool was being successfully heated with one boiler, but this is not a sustainable 

approach. 

Electrical and plumbing systems were in good condition with no obvious issue noted.   

Structural  

Structural observation of the building was conducted as a cursory structural condition assessment.  A 

cursory structural assessment is intended to provide initial data for estimating the structural adequacy of 

an existing building and establish if there is a need for a more detailed analysis. The site observation was 

conducted to assess the structural condition of the building and make note of modifications, deterioration, 

damage, weakness, settlement, or unusual structural features.   

Items of note from the structural observation included the warping of the roofing materials over the 

Natatorium, and the roofing nails protruding (Photos 1 & 2) and the noted humidity and chlorine smell 

within the soffit.  Some rust and degradation of the soffit framing was observed. 

Discussion 

General Building Systems 

After our site visits and review of as-built plans, there are two issues with the roof materials at the 

Natatorium area.  First, the asphalt shingle roofing system has prematurely degraded.  Second, the 

buildup of moisture and ice in the soffit areas has damaged the plywood soffits and Hardi board fascia.   

The average life span of an asphalt shingle roof is around 25 years, so the roof of the Natatorium has not 

been in service long enough that it should be in this poor of a condition.  The Asphalt Roofing 

Manufacturer’s Association (ARMA) recommends creating a free-flow air space when asphalt shingles 

are installed over an insulated deck.  The ARMA technical bulletin “Application of Asphalt Shingles to 

Decks Installed over Insulation or Radiant Barriers” also states that heat build-up may accelerate 

weathering and reduce the life of the asphalt shingles.  We could find no evidence of a ventilated space 

over the insulation deck either through the soffit or facia panels at the low end of the roof.  There are 

round vents spaced at about 3 feet on center in all the soffit panels, but we could not find any 

penetrations in the roof deck to allow flow of air from the soffit up to the insulation layer.   There did 

appear to be a ridge vent on the high end of the roof.  The warped shingle condition of the roof currently 

appears to be the result of the lack of proper ventilation over the insulation layer. 
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The source of the water that is damaging the soffit and fascia material appears to be the warm moist air 

from inside the Natatorium area.  The smell of chlorine was our best indicator, and we could find no other 

way water is entering the soffit.  The black foam material used to seal off the flutes in the metal decking is 

not stopping water vapor from passing from the warm interior to the cold exterior.  The temperature and 

pressure difference in the soffit cause the water to condense, collect and freeze at the lowest points of the 

roof.  The original building drawing details call out spray foam in the steel roof deck flutes and at any 

penetrations in the head of wall and roof, but we could only find a minimal amount during our 

observations. 

Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing (MEP) 

Moisture generated by indoor pools has a history of causing degradation of building materials – typically 

as a result of vapor migration and condensation.  Condensation is essentially distilled water and 

extremely corrosive.  Vapor pressure from high humidity acts like air pressure in that the humidity wants 

to move from an area of high humidity to low humidity.  The temperature at which condensation occurs for 

a given humidity level is called the dew point.  This fact is why it is essential to keep indoor humidity 

levels at a level where the inside surfaces do not reach the dew point. In this case, any vapor migration to 

the soffit will encounter material surfaces well below the dew point temperature and condensation will 

occur.  The only defense against this occurrence is a tightly sealed envelope and elimination of any cold 

surfaces for moisture to condense on.    

Overall, we did not observe any significant condensation or corrosion on the interior surfaces of the pool 

space.  This would indicate that the humidity levels are being controlled to an acceptable level.  We did 

note obvious signs of humidity damage, corrosion, and condensation inside the soffit areas.  The most 

visible manifestation being large icicles formed from condensation draining at the low points.  This almost 

certainly from leakage of warm moist air from the pool to the soffit space.   

As noted above, the other significant MEP condition issue is the failure of one of the two main heating 

boilers. We understand that this is being addressed under a separate project. 

Structural 

Structural damage to the building appears primarily limited to the roof underlayment and portions of the 

soffit framing. The primary structural steel framing system and the steel decking from within the building 

did not exhibit signs of significant structural damage or degradation.  Roof underlayment beneath the 

shingles is likely damaged from moisture transmission in a number of areas over the Natatorium, primarily 

where the warping shingles and protruding nails were observed.  Rust and degradation of portions of the 

soffit framing is also suspected, although the majority of it is concealed and could not be observed. 

Recommendations 

General Building Systems/Structural 

SGM would recommend that the asphalt shingles, underlayment and ice and water shield over the 

Natatorium area be replaced and to install a complete free-flowing venting system (with a 1/300 

ventilation ratio) above the insulation layer as recommended by the Asphalt Roofing Manufacturer’s 

Association.  Replacement only of the damaged shingles will likely result in a quick recurrence of this 

problem.  If there is any damaged insulation, OSB, or other roofing material found while under 

construction, those materials should be replaced as well. 
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We also recommend all the existing plywood soffit, Hardi board fascia, and the black foam material in the 

flutes of the roof deck are removed from the Natatorium area on the gable ends.  Install closed cell 

polyurethane spray foam insulation (minimally expanding) that prevents water vapor transmission and 

insulates the steel structure as it transitions from a warm interior to a cold exterior.   The spray foam 

should extend from the inside face of the wall structure (cut flush or with a cap plate) to the outside edge 

of the soffit framing filling the entire soffit cavity.  Also, spray foam any voids found above the roof deck 

structure and below the existing rigid insulation where accessible at the exposed end.  Any framing within 

the soffit that has rust or signs of water damage should also be replaced.  Provide new painted plywood 

soffit and Hardi board fascia over the new insulated roof overhang. 

Mechanical/Electrical 

The most pressing overall MEP upgrade is the replacement of the main pool boiler(s).  With one boiler 

having failed it is only a matter of time before a second failure leave the facility inoperable.  New high 

efficiency boilers would also reduce the operating cost for the facility.  Otherwise, the mechanical 

equipment looked to be in good condition and functional. 

With regards to the moisture problem within the soffit area.  The physical barrier is not working effectively 

to prevent that flow of air and moisture.  While it is essential to upgrade that barrier, it may prove difficult 

to seal the barrier sufficiently to stop the moisture migration.  To help combat this problem and to increase 

the effectiveness of the efforts to seal the barrier, it would be beneficial to create an air pressure 

differential between the soffit space and the pool space.  The pool should be at a negative pressure 

relative to the outdoors and the rest of the building.  The air balance should be adjusted as necessary 

achieve/verify this condition 

Limitations 

This report is based upon our site observations and our experience with structures of this type and limited 

to the area of the building described above. Our observations were limited by the presence of finishes and 

physical constraints.  We believe this work was conducted to the standard of care ordinarily practiced by 

other engineers in this area at this time.  No warranty is made, express or implied.   

Thank you for the opportunity to work with you on this project.  Please call if you have any questions. 

Respectfully, 

SGM 

 

 

Mindy Nastal, PE    Jeff M. Grebe, PE    John Partch, PE 

General Building Systems   Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing  Structural 

 

Attachments:   

• Photos (2 pages) 

• ARMA technical bulletin “Application of Asphalt Shingles to Decks Installed over Insulation or 

Radiant Barriers” (3 pages) 
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PHOTOS  

 

 
Photo 1 – Natatorium area roof shingles 
 

 

 
Photo 2 – Close up view of Natatorium roof 
shingles 

 

 
Photo 3 – Northwest soffit of Natatorium area roof 

 

 
Photo 4 – Northwest soffit of Natatorium area roof 
at follow up visit 
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PHOTOS 

 

 
Photo 5 – Natatorium area soffit on south side 
 

 

 
Photo 6 – Vestibule soffit 

 

 
Photo 7 – Steel roof deck flute with black foam 
material 

 

 
Photo 8 – Painted deck interior of Natatorium area 
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technical
bulletin

Asphalt Roofing
Manufacturers Association

National Press Building
529 14th Street, NW, Suite 750

Washington, DC 20045 
Tel: (202) 591-2450 • Fax: (202) 591-2445

www.asphaltroofing.org

Application of Asphalt Shingles 
to Decks Installed over 

Insulation or Radiant Barriers

The ARMA Steep Slope Committee has established the following recommendations regarding the application of 
asphalt shingles directly over insulation, insulated roof decks, and radiant barriers.

Shingle Application Directly Over Insulation
Applying shingles directly over insulation is not recommended for a number of reasons:

1. Continuous free-flow ventilation is impossible to achieve when applying shingles directly over insulation. Heat build-
up, a typical result of inadequate ventilation, may accelerate weathering and reduce the anticipated life of the asphalt 
shingles.

2. Asphalt shingles may be damaged or punctured when nailed onto a non-rigid surface such as roofing insulation.

3. The nail-holding ability of the insulation is not adequate. Consequently, shingle damage and/or blow-off, may occur 
if shingles are applied directly to insulation.

4. The fire classification of asphalt roofing products may be adversely affected when applied directly over insulation. 
Individual asphalt shingle manufacturers should be consulted to determine the effects on such classifications.

Shingle Application Directly Over Insulated Roof Decks
Applying asphalt shingles to insulated roof decks is not recommended unless the following factors are considered:

1. Directly applying shingles over insulated roof decks is not recommended unless an adequate continuous ventilation 
space, free of obstructions, is provided between the top of the insulating material and the underside of a nailable deck. 
Proper ventilation must be provided to dissipate heat and humidity build-up under the rooftop (See ARMA Bulletin 209-
RR-86 entitled “Ventilation and Moisture Control for Residential Roofing”). Factors influencing the minimum ventilation 
requirement include type of construction, roof pitch/run, temperature, humidity, etc. Consult the deck manufacturer, 
deck system designer, and asphalt shingle manufacturer for specific requirements.

2. Asphalt shingles should only be applied to deck surfaces such as plywood and oriented strand board or other 
surfaces as approved by the asphalt shingle manufacturer. Asphalt shingles should not be directly to insulation 
boards that don’t have solid roof deck sheathing, whether factory-applied or field-installed, over their top surface; 
as mentioned above, asphalt shingles are likely to be damaged or punctured when nailed onto a non-rigid surface. 
Shingle damage during installation and/or insufficient nail holding power may result in wind blow-offs or other shingle 
failure and may affect coverage available under the asphalt shingle manufacturer’s warranty. 

3. Application of asphalt shingles directly over insulated deck systems without providing adequate ventilation may 
affect coverage available under the asphalt shingle manufacturer’s warranty. Consult individual asphalt shingle 
manufacturers for details. 
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Shingle Application over Deck Systems Containing Radiant Barriers
Applying shingles over deck systems containing radiant barriers is at times acceptable, but several considerations 
should be noted:

1. Radiant barrier sheets that are fastened between or beneath the roof rafters should have proper ventilation provided 
between the radiant barrier and the decking so that heat and humidity build-up can be dissipated. 

2. Radiant barriers installed directly beneath asphalt shingles are not likely to provide significant temperature reduction 
to the shingles. For proper performance, radiant barriers require an air space between the metallic surface and the 
next nearest surface, otherwise thermal conduction will override the reduction in radiant heat transfer. 

3. Radiant barriers installed directly beneath and in contact with the roof deck sheathing may interfere with proper 
deck ventilation. Perforated versions of radiant barriers may provide a solution. Coverage available under the asphalt 
shingle manufacturer’s warranty may be affected so consult individual asphalt shingle manufacturers for details. 

Ventilation Considerations
Most vent system manufacturers recommend a soffit/ridge (inlet/outlet) venting ratio of between 50 and 60 percent. 
A minimum air space of 3/4-inch (19 mm) is suggested as a ventilation space; a 1-1/2inches (38 mm) or wider space 
is preferred. Factors influencing this measurement include type of construction, roof pitch/run, temperature, humidity, 
etc. Because of their longer run, larger roof expanses, such as those on commercial buildings, may require a much 
larger air space to move heat and moisture from the system. Adequate intake air flow must also be provided for proper 
ventilation dynamics. Consult the deck manufacturer, deck system designer, and asphalt shingle manufacturer for 
specific requirements. 

Some methods for creating a continuous air space for proper ventilation are shown in Figures A, B and C. 

 

Figure A: Continuous air flow through an insulated roof system using soffit and ridge vents
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Figure B: Vented roofing assembly created by installing spacers between the rigid insulation and the nailable roof 

deck sheathing 
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DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY: This document was prepared by the Asphalt Roofing Manufacturers Association and is disseminated for informational purposes only. 
Nothing contained herein is intended to revoke or change the requirements or specifications of the individual roofing material manufacturers or local, state and 
federal building officials that have jurisdiction in your area. Any question, or inquiry, as to the requirements or specifications of a manufacturer, should be directed 
to the roofing manufacturer concerned. THE USER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ASSURING COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

Nothing contained herein shall be interpreted as a warranty by ARMA, either express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranties of 
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose or non-infringement. IN NO EVENT SHALL ARMA BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, including 
special, indirect, consequential or incidental damages or damages for loss of profits, revenue, use or data, whether claimed in contract, tort or otherwise.  
Where exclusion of implied warranties is not allowed, ARMA’s liability shall be limited to the minimum scope and period permitted by law.

Figure B: Vented roofing assembly created by installing spacers between the rigid insulation and the nailable roof 
deck sheathing

 

Figure C: Vented roofing assembly created by installing spacers between rigid “nailboard” roof insulation and a 
topside nailable deck sheathing
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